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Bengali is spoken in the region historically known as Bengal, now 

lying in both India and Bangladesh. It is the official language of 

Bangladesh and several states in India. 
 

In Bangladesh Bengali is spoken by nearly all the population of 

125 million. In India it is spoken by about 80 million people in 

the state of West Bengal. 
 

There are about 210 million people in the world who speak 

Bengal (Bangla). It is the seventh most widely spoken language. 

In 2019 it became the 2nd language in London as around 71,609 

London residents were speaking it as their main language. 

 



 

Language heritage 
 

The Bengali language (also known as Bangla) is one of several 

languages descended from the ancient Sanskrit language. It is a 

member of the Eastern Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-

European language family. 

 

 

  



Written Bengali  
Bengali is written in a syllabic alphabet that is very different 

from the English alphabet.  

There are no uppercase or lowercase forms for Bengali letters.  

The Bengali language is written from left to right. 

The letters all have at least a partial bar at the top. This 

connects to other letters in a word.  



First words 
Welcome Sbāgata স্বাগত 

Hello Hyālō হ্যাল া 

Goodbye Bidāẏa বিদায় 

Yes Hyām ̐ হ্যা াঁ 

No Nā না 

Thank you Dhan'yabāda ধনযিাদ 

Please Anugraha অনুগ্রহ্ 

Sorry Duḥkhita দুুঃবিত 

Good Morning Suprabhāta সুপ্রভাত 

Good afternoon Śubha aparāhna শুভ অপরাহ্ন 

Come here Ēkhānē ēsō এিালন এলসা 

Well done Sābāśa সািাশ 

 

Practice writing these words using script  

Try and use the pronunciation guide to say these words. 

  



Numbers 1 to 10  
The Bengali script has ten numerical digits. Bengali 

numerals have no horizontal headstroke or মাত্রা 

"matra". 

 

Practice counting to 10.  

Can you count backwards from 10 to 1? 

Practice writing the numbers in script.  



Questions and answers 
 

What is your name? আপনার নাম বি?   

Āpanāra nāma ki? 
My name is ... আমার নাম …  

Āmāra nāma.... 
 

How old are you?  আপনার বয়স কত? 
 Āpanāra baẏasa kata? 

I am nine years old. আবম নয় িছর িয়সী  
Āmi naẏa bachara baẏasī 

 

How are you? আপবন কিমন আলছন?  

Āpani kēmana āchēna? 

I’m very well. আবম িিু ভা  আবছ  
Āmi khuba bhāla āchi 

 

What is this? এটা বি? 

Ēṭā ki? 
This is a pencil. এটা এিটট িাঠলপন্সি   

Ēṭā ēkaṭi kāṭhapēnsila 
 

Do you understand? তুবম বি িুঝলত কপলরলছা? 

Tumi ki bujhatē pērēchō? 
I do not understand. আবম িুঝলত পারবছ না  

Āmi bujhatē pārachi nā 



Facts about Bengali 
1. Bengali letter-forms hang from a visible horizontal left-to-

right headstroke called ‘matra’. This matra can be important. 

For example, the letter ত tô and the numeral ৩ "3" are only 

distinguishable by the presence or absence of the matra, 

likewise between the consonant cluster ত্র trô and the 

independent vowel এ e. 
 

2. Clusters of consonants are represented by different and 

sometimes quite irregular forms; thus, learning to read is 

complicated by the sheer size of the full set of letters and 

letter combinations, numbering about 350.  
 

3. Bangla/Bengali is the 7th most spoken language in the world. 
 

4. Bangla is an honorary official language in Sierra Leone, 

West Africa. It is not really spoken there but in 2002 it 

received this status to honour Bangladeshi peacekeepers’ 

contributions in Sierra Leone’s 11-year civil war. 
 

5. There are no gender specific pronouns in Bangla, but it 

does have gender-specific terms like actor and actress, 

and mother and father. 
 

6. English is said to have been derived from a lot of languages. 

Here are some English words of Bengali origin: 

Bungalow – a small single storey house or cottage, 

Dinghy – a type of small boat, 

Jute - a natural fibre derived from plants (jute bag), 

Tom-Tom - a cylindrical drum. 


